
 

The best option is that, of course, you watch free movies online. Watching movies online is becoming the most popular choice
among individuals who are looking for an easy way to spend their free time. All across the globe, people are streaming films on
YouTube, Netflix and Hulu Plus at a faster rate than ever before. Furthermore; these sites offer high quality content with no
advertisements interrupting your viewing experience. The downside to watching films online is that it can be quite difficult to
find one worth watching for free without having any knowledge about it beforehand. "5 Centimeters Per Second" is an anime
movie that was popular in Japan several years ago. This movie follows the story of Takaki Tohno, a boy who grows up with a
crush on his classmate Akari Shinohara. As the years go by, circumstances separate these two and they can no longer be
together. The story begins as Takaki is returning from a trip to Tokyo and he gets off at an interchange station where he sees
Akari standing at a bus stop. He attempts to catch her attention but she does not notice him as she boards the bus right as it is
leaving. Realizing that Akari is the only one who can understand his feelings for Akari, Takaki begins to run after the bus and
leaps onto it just as it pulls away. He ends up falling off the bus and injuring himself. While he is lying on the ground, he notices
that he is not alone as a boy approaches him from behind with a violin case in his hand. He soon learns that this boy is named
ShuuyaKun who plays a violin with his eyes closed to avoid detection from helicopters which regularly terrorize Tokyo.
ShuuyaKun has been trying to track down Akari all across Tokyo and thought that Takaki had gotten on her bus as well.
ShuuyaKun gives his violin case to Takaki saying that he will be returning home shortly. After getting back on his feet, Takaki
asks ShuuyaKun to take him to the bus stop where he saw Akari. He asks her if she was back in Tokyo with her family but this
is refuted when ShuuyaKun arrives and tells him that she is actually in Sapporo with her father. The two leave Tokyo with
Takaki having nowhere else to go. While traveling, ShuuyaKun confesses his feelings for Akari and tells Takaki that he knows
Akari is the one who brings out the good side in him. Takaki and Akari's relationship is deep and complex and contains a lot of
drama. It seems like the two will be able to be together at length but, as we soon learn, it is not that simple. The story begins 13
years after Takaki fell off the bus and could not catch up with Akari. Takaki plays a violin in a pub that serves as his place of
residence. He frequently visits Akari's grave during these occasions but has never put any flowers on it or even brought any food
for her to eat. He also keeps an envelope on her grave which he keeps secret from everyone else so as to know if there is
anything new regarding his and Akari's relationship.
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